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Optimism in Uncertain Times

Has the world turned upside down? What has
happened to our economy? These are common
questions today as a sense of helplessness and fear

grips our industry. How can people persevere, remain
positive, and look for opportunity? First, one must conquer
anxiety through education and understanding. Second, one
must be aware and open to the truths of the market. Last,
one must innovate in a way that creates new opportunity. It
sounds simplified, but it is the free market at work. 

To conquer fear of the current economy, we must first
understand how we arrived here. The Wealth of Nations, by
Adam Smith, was published in 1776 and described
fundamental and observable economic tendencies of the
market. This text is the foundation by which most modern
economic theory is based. In summary, Smith observed that
in any economic system, there are truths. These constants
lead to cycles of economic activity that form the basis of a
healthy free-market economy. Smith theorized that in any
economic system, “self-interest” controls all actions. In other
words, individuals and entities participating in the market will

always take actions that benefit self interest. Smith also
observed that there are two basic entities in any economy:
industry, which is the producer of goods or services for the
economy, and society, which is the consumer of those
goods or services. According to Smith, the “self-interest” of
industry within an economy is mutually exclusive from the
“self-interest” of the society. If industry operates without
constraint in “self-interest,” its actions may harm interests of
society, and vice versa. However, through interaction within
the economy, a symbiotic relationship is formed between
these two players. Industry decisions are made in “self-
interest” which do harm to the society. Society reacts by
changing consumer patterns and enacting regulation over
the industry through government. Influence by the society
can then force industry to evolve to serve a new
“corrected” market. This free market system allows ebbs and
flows that keep the economic system healthy.

During the past decades of rapid global economic
expansion and prosperity, manipulations by economists,
politicians, and industries skewed the free market. Efforts

Location: Elk River at the intersection of 197th Avenue and
Highway 169
Owner: Hempel 
Center Manager: Dave Syers, Hempel
Leasing Agent: Hempel - Brent Jacobson, Ben Krsnak, Ashley
Moen (763) 383-1100
GLA: 100,000 sf 
Tenants: Aldi Foods, US Bank, New Horizon Child Care, Pearle
Vision
Market Area Served: Elk River, traffic along Highway 169
Construction Style: Highly stylized, stone and timber
Additional Facts: Grocery-anchored 100,000 sf retail center
in Elk River. Three 7,500 sf outlot strip centers will be
available late Spring 2009. The site features full visibility
from Highway 169 (42,900 cars per day) and access via
stoplight at the intersection of 197th Avenue and
Highway 169 directly in front of site. Leasing availabilities
from 1,000 to 7,500 sf.
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were made to “soften” the severity of
downturns and market corrections while
allowing industry many advantages through
things like de-regulation, economic stimulus,
bailouts, and interest rate manipulations.
These controls created a crutch for the
economy, reflected by a perpetual slow-
growth cycle of the past decades without
significant correction. Alan Greenspan, the
former head of the Federal Reserve System,
the body in charge of
United States economic
influence, was heralded
as a hero for managing
this economic model, and
the global economy
flourished without
significant falter. 

Inevitably, the forces of
“self-interest” mixed with
an artificially boosted
positive market led to
excessive gains and
abuses of industry. These
abuses magnified
pressures of the market to
correct, which have led to extreme
reactions of frozen credit and paralysis of
investment capital worldwide, choking the
economy. In Greenspan’s own words in late
October 2008, “a flaw in the model that I
perceived is the critical functioning
structure that defines how the world works.”
Greenspan admitted that he assumed
banks, who are trusted with the health of
the free market, would not expose their
assets to undue risk as a function of “self-
interest.” Unfortunately, Greenspan didn’t
expect that executives within a lax banking
industry, motivated by “self-interest” of their
own would gamble company assets for
selfish gain. These gambles failed and
started a chain reaction in the economy.
Today, the recessional environment is
motivating society to react politically, and
consumer shifts that indicate less
consumption and more regulation are
ahead. The market is now evolving to a
different animal than we have known it to
be. It will be a market with different rules,
regulations, and opportunities. 

For a moment, let us speculate as to where
trends may be headed. With a majority of
American consumption based on
unsustainable patterns stimulated by easy
credit, cheap energy, and subsidized
infrastructure, it is clear that consumption
patterns will be forced to change to a more
conservative nature. Credit will be frozen
and difficult to access, energy will continue
to trade in volatile patterns, and
infrastructure costs are starting to reflect

higher taxes. As the economy adjusts,
consumers will be pinched with higher costs
of living and additional pressures of
personal debts, affecting disposable
income. Clearly, consumers will have to
make lifestyle alterations. Choices will be
made more out of need rather than want.
The next wave of economic opportunity will
come to those who best understand this
shift towards those changing needs.

The table is also set for a
new values-based
economy. What is a
values-based economy?
Simply put, consumers will
be making consumption
choices based on the
lifestyle priorities and
adjustments they are
making to survive.
Affordability and
convenience will still be
important to consumers,
but things like high quality
goods and services will be
sought. Consumers who

are making purchase decisions will require
confidence in vendors, in their products,
accountability, and support. Consumers will
be looking to get bang-out-of-their-buck
and will not spend on impulse or frivolity.
Luxury and fashionable goods may be
passed over for items that are more versatile
and durable. Consumers will be looking for
flexible products that are adaptable and
interchangeable. We are already seeing a
movement of consumers to discount
vendors and superstores in the past months,
and many consumers are pausing before
making major purchasing decisions to
evaluate their values. 

So how can you prepare for this new
economy as someone in industry serving a
changing society? You must identify your
core personal values and find the
professional niche that best fits your passion
and skills. It is crucial to ground yourself as
the economy tightens so you may operate
more efficiently and remain flexible. Your
assumptions of the market will be
challenged and you will need to react
creatively without losing energy. Know that
you will be required to be innovative, and
you must push the boundaries of comfort
and security, challenging proven notions of
past success to redefine the future. There
are many opportunities out there for those
bold enough to look away from established
norms and search for them. In conclusion
you must ask yourself this question:
Regardless of what lies in the future, how will
you make the most of it?

Optimism - continued
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“...YOU MUST PUSH
THE BOUNDARIES

OF COMFORT...
CHALLENGING

PROVEN NOTIONS
OF PAST SUCCESS
TO REDEFINE THE

FUTURE.”
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Being Sustainable – A Bright

Spot in 2009’s Economy?

by Natina James, KKE Architects, Inc.Hot Spots / Cold Snaps

Correction

Please note that on page 37
of the 2008 Retail Real Estate
Report, the photos are
mislabeled. The photo on
the left is Brighton Village
and the photo on the right is
Prairieview Center. 

Sales at U.S. retailers declined for the
fourth consecutive month, dropping
2.8% last month from the previous

month, the steepest decline since 1992
when the Commerce Department started
using its current measuring standard.” This
decline in retail sales signals a slowdown in
the U.S. economy because consumer
spending accounts for 70% of the overall
gross domestic product.1 The only segments
holding their own or showing a modest gain
include grocery and food stores up 5% from
last year, along with health and personal care
stores up 4%. Considering the majority of retail
centers typically include a food or personal
health related anchor, improving these
properties could be the best focus for 2009. 

Many of you probably still believe that
sustainability is not affordable for
commercial developments. If you could
pay your investment back in one to three
years, would you consider it? A 2007 report
by Pricewaterhouse-Coopers and the
Urban Land Institute, titled Emerging Trends
in Real Estate, states that while green
projects can cost up to 10% more to build,
the energy savings can approach 35%.2
Improving efficiencies of lighting,
mechanical and electrical systems are
typically the easiest places to start.
Harvesting daylight can also be profitable.
Wal-mart has proven this by utilizing a
skylight-based system that dims store lights
when daylight increases. The system pays
for itself in two years. 

The misconception about incentives drying
up for sustainability is not true. The following
is just a sampling of available resources: U.S.
Federal Incentive – Energy Efficient
Commercial Building Tax Deduction; EPACT
– Retail stores & non-REIT shopping centers
income tax credit; Commercial Building Tax
Deduction Coalition, EDA – Energy Design
Assist Program; and Lighting Efficiency
rebates – Xcel Energy. However, these
incentives are not enough. As Terry S.
Brown, CEO of Edens & Avant, said “It’s

great PR, but in order for it to work, it’s
going to take federal subsidies, more tax
credits, more government-supported
activity.” With Minnesota’s proactive
approach to green energy, it is ripe for
developing more incentives for sustainable
development and construction. Contact your
congressperson and ask for incentives and tax
credit programs for commercial projects. 

Another trend is at the local level. “A lot of
localities recognize they’re going to get a
lot more done using carrots and incentives
rather than regulatory means,” said Jason
Hartke, director of advocacy for the U.S.
Green Building Council.3 “In terms of
waiting for the federal government, we’ve
waited a long time, and frankly, we haven’t
gotten very much,” said Jared Blumenfeld,
director of San Francisco’s Department of
Environment. “And how do you change
someone’s behavior? The simple answer is
cash.” Lastly, if maintaining or increasing
your real estate portfolio is a goal, it is likely
that the appraisal industry will start
devaluing energy-deficient retail properties
in the near future.4

1 “Retail Sales: Biggest monthly drop since 1992,” San Francisco
Chronicle, November 15, 2008.
2 “Making Sustainability Profitable,” Shopping Center Today,
February 2007.
3 “Cities offer incentives to save energy,” www.msnbc.com.
4 “Making Sustainability Profitable”

Web Sites

What opportunities lie in the future? Look at these sites for a glimpse of
what may lie ahead for our industry.
www.brookings.edu/topics/walkable-urbanism.aspx
www.planetizen.com/node/29625
http://agentsofurbanism.com/2008/05/15/quantifying-walkable-urbanism

Thank You to

Chuck & Don’s

Pet Food Outlet

MSCA would like to
extend a huge thank you
to Dana Andresen and
Chuck & Don’s Pet Food
Outlet for donating a new
laptop to the association. 

MSCA

Congratulates

Karla Keller

Torp

As MSCA enters its 10th
year of self-
management, we
would like to
congratulate our
Executive Director,
Karla Keller Torp, on her
decade of dedication.
Karla is dedicated, and
gives an outstanding
level of service. Her
leadership has made
her an incredible asset
to MSCA. 

Please congratulate
Karla on her amazing
accomplishment. 



� � Rocco Altobelli’s Med Spa has opened in The Plaza at Rosedale
Center as a joint venture with plastic surgeon Edward H. Szachowicz, MD,
PhD, FACS. The new med spa concept is now open at both Rosedale
and Galleria, and offers state of the art photopneumatic devices that
treat skin and hair issues.

� � Mort’s Delicatessen is now open for takeout and full service in
Golden Valley, at 525 Winnetka Ave. N. The deli features pastrami
and corned beef from Carnegie Deli and bagels from H&H Bagel of
NYC. 

� � The Bulldog Lowertown is now open in downtown St. Paul
at 37 E. 6th St., where Belgian, German and English craft beers are
the house specialty, along with lunch and dinner.

� � LynLake has a new sake brew house, Moto-I, which is the
first sake brewpub outside of Japan, located at 2940 Lyndale
Ave. S. In addition, the menu features offerings with many
different Asian flavors. 

� � Birch’s has renovated the former Ravello, located at 1935
Wayzata Blvd., Long Lake, using birch wood to create the
ambiance for this traditional supper club. The menu showcases
American specialties such as chops and steaks, which are dry-
aged on the premises. 

� � Black Sheep Pizza is introducing coal-fired pizza to
Minnesota, the way it’s done in Italy and NYC in the trendy
North Loop neighborhood of Minneapolis, at 600 Washington
Ave. N.

� � According to FinancialWire, a new Target store in
Waconia debuts the company’s new general-merchandise
prototype, while a new store in Otsego features the company’s
new SuperTarget prototype. Each of the new store models is
certified under the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) program, and also
provides more space for food and electronics. Target plans to
roll out the 2009 prototypes at more than 100 locations
nationwide next year.

� � Cub Foods has opened Minnesota’s first LEED certified
grocery store in the Phalen Neighborhood, 1177 Clarence Street
St. Paul. The store is also striving to become one of the nation’s first
new grocery stores striving to achieve the LEED’s Gold Certification. 

� � Verizon Wireless announced the opening of a new
Communications Store at the Mall of America (MOA) in Bloomington.

The company’s new store features an interactive design that allows
customers to try wireless devices and experience on-demand access

to short news, weather, sports and entertainment video clips and 3D
games.

� � In the August issue of Instore magazine, JB Hudson Jewelers was
named as the fourth place winner in the “America’s Coolest Stores”

competition. 

2008 Leadership

OFFICERS
President
Bruce Carlson, United Properties
1st Vice President
Cindy MacDonald, Kraus-Anderson Companies
2nd Vice President
Stephen Eggert, Target Corporation
Treasurer
Peter Austin, NAI Welsh
Secretary
Peter Berrie, Faegre & Benson LLP

DIRECTORS
Jack Amdal, KKE Architects, Inc.
Eric Bjelland, NorthMarq
Deb Carlson, Cushman & Wakefield of Minnesota, Inc.
Peter Dugan, CB Richard Ellis
John Gelderman, Opus Northwest LLC
Nancy Litwin, General Growth Properties
Tom Madsen, Benson-Orth Associates, Inc.
Immediate Past President (as director):
Jay Scott, Solomon Real Estate Group

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Program
Paula Mueller, Northtown Mall/Glimcher Properties
Jeff Wurst, Chesapeake Companies
Membership
Mark Norman, Park Midwest Commercial Real Estate
Jeff Horstman, Paster Enterprises
Newsletter
Deb Carlson, Cushman & Wakefield of Minnesota, Inc.
Andy McDermott, Shea, Inc.
Awards
Dan Parks, Westwood Professional Services, Inc.
Steve Johnson, Solomon Real Estate Group
Legislative
Howard Paster, Paster Enterprises
Rob Stolpestad, Exeter Realty Company
Retail Report
Jen Helm, NorthMarq 
Drew Johnson, United Properties
Technology
Sean Cullen, Re-Cor, LLC
Jim Mayland, Colliers Turley Martin Tucker
Golf 
Brad Kaplan, NorthMarq 
Paul Sevenich, Kraus-Anderson Companies
Sponsorship
Ned Rukavina, NorthMarq 
Janele Taveggia, LEO A DALY
Community Enhancement
Nikki Aden, Target Corporation
Jennie Zafft, Cousins Properties, Inc.

STAFF
Executive Director
Karla Keller Torp
(P) 952-888-3490 (C) 952-292-2414 (F) 952-888-0000
ktorp@msca-online.com
Associate Director
Stacey Bonine
(P) 952-888-3491 (C) 952-292-2416 (F) 952-888-0000
sbonine@msca-online.com
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Press ReleasesEvents 

Jan 7 Monthly Program: 
Financial/Investment

Feb 4 Monthly Program: 
Shopping Center/Mall

Mar 4 Monthly Program: 
Development

Mar 18 Business Day at the Capitol

For program place and times and
more info, please go to 
www.msca-online.com

Press releases are printed based upon availability of space and relevance to the local market.

MN MARKETPLACE
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New Members

Bob Petroff
Marcus & Millichap

Timothy Labey
Restoration Professionals

Frederick Weiss
Dunkin Brands

Doug Singleton
Tri-Land Properties

Architectural Consortium Celebrates Anniversary. Kathy Anderson is pleased to
announce the 5 year anniversary since founding Architectural Consortium LLC. Sample
projects during this span include Oakdale Village, Eagan Town Center renovation, The
Point at Old Shakopee Rd. and France Avenue, M & I Bank building in Wayzata, and
Brighton Village.

Naumann Earns NCARB. Christopher Max Naumann recently earned his NCARB
certification from the National Council for Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB) and
will be a Licensed Architect in the State of Minnesota.

Lisa Diehl
Diehl and Partners, LLC

Ronn Thomas
NorthMarq Primary Career Focus: Retail Brokerage

Education: Luther College 
Family: Wife (Jill), son (Jack), black lab (Skylar)
Hobbies: Flying, pheasant hunting, skiing
Very First Job: Johnson Printing Company, age 14. Started working at KFC when I was 16
and was promoted to Night Manager in 6 months. That has opened a lot of doors for me.
Dream Job: P.A. Announcer for Minnesota Gopher Men’s Basketball
Secret Talent: P.A. Announcer for local High School sports
Favorite Food: BLT with fresh homegrown tomatoes and 2-3 layers of bacon. Life is short.

Primary Career Focus: Commercial real estate brokerage, consulting, development
Education: BAA, Business/Interior Design
Family: Husband, Bruce Foreman
Hobbies: Cross country skiing, gardening, cooking
Very First Job: Working for a veterinarian
Dream Job: Hosting a show on the Food Network and/or HGTV
Secret Talent: Bass and salmon fishing
MSCA Involvement: Newsletter and Program Committees, past Board of Directors 

Member News

Member Profiles

The STARRSM Awards committee has had another successful year. New members always
energize a committee and this year’s new members helped to expand and refine the
number of award categories. New awards this year include the following: Free Standing
Single Users within the Design & Aesthetics category (under 50,000 sf and over 50,000 sf);
Recognition of green design, materials or construction techniques within the Development
Process category; and created interior and exterior breakouts within the
Renovation/Remodel category. This year there were 40 nominees for STARRSM Awards. We
appreciate all the judges who spent a long day reviewing the project information and
actually visiting the projects onsite.

This year’s STARRSM Awards/Year End Ceremony/Holiday Party was held at the Golden
Valley Country Club on Tuesday, December 2. Registration started at 4:00 pm with the
Year End Ceremonies, Awards Presentations and Holiday Party following. This event is a
favorite of most MSCA members as it provides an opportunity to recognize leadership,
congratulate teams on successful projects, and to wish each other Holiday Greetings.
Thanks to everyone who submitted an entry and attended this great event.

by Co-Chairs: Dan Parks, Westwood Professional Services, Inc.
& Steve Johnson, Solomon Real Estate GroupCommittee Chat   

STARRSM Awards

Technology Tip 

Did you miss November’s
Retail Report meeting and
would like to order a copy
of the Report? 

You can get the order
form online. Click on
resources, then
publications. From there
you can download and
print the 2008 order form
and fax it to the MSCA
office. While you’re there,
browse through the other
publications available for
downloading or ordering.
If you have any questions
please call Sean Cullen at
(952) 905-3281. 



November

Professional

Showcase

Shea, Inc., now
celebrating its 30th year, is
a marketing and design
firm integrating expertise
in marketing, architecture,
and interior design.
Specializing in retail,
restaurant and office
branding and design,
Shea blends diverse
perspectives, skills, cultures
and knowledge into solid
creative strategy for
clients. For more
information on Shea,
please contact Andy
McDermott or visit
www.shealink.com

Pictured left to right: Kim
Anderson, Andy
McDermott, Jason Dvorak,
Kim Horton, Peter Moe
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by Ross Dahlin, Itasca Funding Group, Inc.Program Recap   

2008 State of Retail

Bookmark

Predictably Irrational: The Hidden Forces That Shape Our Decisions by Dan Ariely

Does it make you feel any better knowing that making irrational decisions is a normal thing to do? Me neither. Ariely is a
MIT professor who has studied human behavioral economics for 20 years and has discovered that, no matter how rational
the topic, human beings’ combined forces of emotions, relativity and social norms often produce an irrational decision.
He cites the obvious, “Why do we splurge on a huge meal out, but cut coupons to save 20 cents on a can of soup?”
“Why do we go back for 2nds on an All You Can Eat Buffet, when you are already groaning that you are too full?” or my
own personal favorite “I’ll have pecan pie with a Diet Coke”… my rationale being that I’ll cut calories where I can, but
not everywhere!

Apparently we think we are being rational, but we have systems operating within us that make us tend to overvalue,
overpay, underestimate and procrastinate. In this book, Aerily helps us to identify these tendencies and work our way
through these systems so that we can make better decisions. According to Daniel Gilbert, Professor of Psychology at
Harvard, “It is filled with clever experiments, engaging ideas, and delightful anecdotes. Dan Aerily is a wise and amusing
guide to the foibles, errors, and bloopers of everyday decision-making.” 

Contact Christopher Max Naumann at chrismax88@comcast.net or Judy Lawrence at jlawrence@karealty.com with your
reading recommendation.

The popularity of MSCA’s annual State of
Retail Real Estate Report was evident
with the large turnout at last month’s

program. Before the report distribution,
members had the opportunity to hear from
three speakers and play a little trivia. The
speakers did an excellent job of
showcasing specific examples of how
current economic conditions have
affected specific projects.

Eric Bjelland of NorthMarq discussed the
current investment market for retail
properties. Large institutional buyers went to
the sidelines in 2008, citing more attractive
investments elsewhere. Entrepreneurial
investors who relied on creative/aggressive
financing of the recent past found it
increasingly difficult to make sense of any
purchase. This has left investors with
significant cash as the only viable players.
Consequently only two local properties
have switched hands so far in 2008: Savage
Cub Foods and Victory Marketplace
(Festival Foods, Hugo). This compares with
14 transactions in 2007.

In the presentation by
Andrew Chana of
Marcus & Millichap,
rental rates, occupancy
trends and the local
economy were
highlighted. Asking rent
rates have held stable at the local level so
far in 2008, although they may start to
soften as metro vacancies rose from 8.0% in

second quarter 2007 to 9.4%
in second quarter 2008.
Hopefully because of the
significant local slowdown in
retail construction, vacancies
and rents will soon stabilize.
Nationwide, retail
construction did not slow to a
great extent and the risk of
increasing vacancies and
rent decreases is evident.

Tom Palmquist of CSM Corporation
discussed the new retail projects in 2008.
Some observations noted include the
continued green building trend and focus
on pedestrian amenities. Also, many
projects this year have a more
contemporary design. Some of the
challenges developers face include rising
labor costs, less government incentives, and
the ever-present issue of storm water quality
and wetland retention. Mr. Palmquist ended
his presentation with tips on how to survive
the downturn. These days it is more
important than ever to grow and nurture
your best relationships. A little self-evaluation
and “process improvement” (cleaning out
that file cabinet) can’t hurt either!

November presenters: left to right
Andrew Chana, Marcus & Millichap; Tom Palmquist, CSM
Corporation; Eric Bjelland, NorthMarq; Peter Berrie (moderator),
Faegre & Benson LLP
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Have your cake and eat it too!
Birds Eye Reporting is finally here after more than a year delay.

Budgets!  Would you like to complete your property budgets in less time?

Documentation!  Would you like to be able to show your building owners 
and asset managers the maintenance needs of a building without them 
leaving their desks?

Service Calls!  Would you like to be able to order and track service requests
from anywhere and at anytime?

Preventative Maintenance!  Would you like to have the most
comprehensive preventative maintenance program for your building?
(We’ve done our research and know it’s the best).

If you have answered YES to one or more of these questions contact
us to learn about these and the many more useful tools that this system has to
make your job easier and more efficient!

Patent Pending320-258-4034

by Andy McDermott, Shea, Inc.

StyledLife

rising star

StyledLife, the original Twin Cities retail concept located
in Gaviidae Common in Minneapolis, just opened a
second location at Galleria Edina. StyledLife owner

Kevin Quinn developed this concept around the idea of
providing the best in luxury fashion accessories for men and
women. The store features upscale, edgy and one-of-a-kind
belts, bags, jewelry, scarves, watches, ties, cufflinks, hats
and other items for men and women. The store offers luxury
brands such as Dunhill, Lambertson Truex, and Kooba, in
addition to vintage items and custom pieces from the
StyledLife brand, many of which are unavailable anywhere
else in Minnesota. 

Quinn spent many years as a New
York City retail fashion consultant and
he is the former fashion director for
Nordstrom. He currently runs
styledlook, a wardrobe-consulting
firm, and he is one of the Twin Cities’ authorities on fashion
trends and merchandise. His philosophy is that it is totally
possible to create many new looks with the clothes you
already own, and that accessories are extremely important
in inspiring people and helping them to express their
individual style. He set up StyledLife in Gaviidae Common in
downtown Minneapolis in late 2006 and after a unique
“guess-where-the-next-location-will-be?” marketing

campaign that ran this summer, he unveiled his second
location at Galleria in October. 

Quinn is very particular about selecting his merchandise for
the stores. He likes to be sure there is a broad selection so
that customers are able to express their personal style
without seeing it duplicated elsewhere. He sometimes only
sells 30 of one particular product so that the owners of the
new pieces can feel special, and for vintage items,
everything must be in mint condition. Although “luxury” is
the key, this does not always mean “pricey.” StyledLife has
special gifts and items for a wide range of budgets. 

A prominent feature of each store is
the StyledLife “Music Bar,” which is a
wall dedicated to some of Quinn’s
favorite CDs, along with iPods for
previewing. He considers music a

natural complement to fashion and believes it is a significant
component of the StyledLife experience. 

Quinn only hires other fashion experts at his locations so that
the customer can get the most out of their visit. Now with
two locations, it will be even easier for you to find that
special item for yourself or someone special this holiday
season. 

www.styledlife.com
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L A N D F O R M

Retail & Commercial 
Design Studio

w w w. l a n d f o r m . n e t
Planners

Urban Designers
Landscape Architects

Civil Engineers
Surveyors

From Site to FinishSM, 
our talented designers 
collaborate to develop 
innovative and 
sustainable solutions 
to your site design 
and development 
challenges.

LandformSM and Site to FinishSM are service marks of Landform Engineering Company.

OFFERING A FULL SUITE OF DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING SERVICES
National Offi ce Locations: Arizona  | Colorado  | Iowa | Kansas | Minnesota | Missouri | Nebraska
Local Offi ce Locations: 6600 France Avenue South, Suite 230 | Edina, MN 55435

GO AHEAD. 
DREAM 

952.941.0477 | www.oaconsulting.com

BIG.
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